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Your Sessions

Session For: 3727 - 8054
Your Selected Gestalt Category was: Energy 

 this is incorrect

 Start Time Session: 15/Feb/2019 11:17 hrs

 End Time Session: 15/Feb/2019 12:42 hrs

Session Summary:
Large red purple tarp covers and conceals its inside, contains machinery or mechanics which operate to contains a
very high temperature high enough to melt materials, inside is a glowing yellow molten liquid material. Outside tarp on
ground is black sticky tar which was previously molten. There are glowing light-weight emerald bricks, similar to glass
but mineral in nature, water flushes tiny particles of emerald down with the water, there is strong heat above the
emerald brick. Air has been sucked out from inside the tarp, creating a vacuum space with no air and therefore also no
sound. If the center is approached, an alarm will sound. Emerald brick makes a delightful clink chyme similar to wine
glass if tapped. The target has intense heat and the emerald bricks seem to be radioactive. Intensely strong heat was
found, molten materials, glow, and radiation.

Feedback For: 3727 - 8054
Enigma Machine at the Imperial War Museum, London
Your Target Gestalt Category was: Structure

 Date of the Target Photograph: 31/Dec/2004
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Image Source Credits: This work has been released into the public domain by its author, Karsten Sperling
(http://spiff.de/photo). This applies worldwide.

The Enigma machines are a series of electro-mechanical rotor cipher machines mainly developed and used in the early- to mid-
20th century to protect commercial, diplomatic and military communication. Enigma was invented by the German engineer Arthur
Scherbius at the end of World War I.

Location Map  (https://tinyurl.com/yagqexcj)

https://tinyurl.com/yagqexcj
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Word Matching Feature
Large red purple tarp covers and conceals its inside contains machinery or mechanics which operate to contains a
very high temperature high enough to melt materials inside is a glowing yellow molten liquid material Outside tarp
on ground is black sticky tar which was previously molten There are glowing light-weight emerald bricks similar to
glass but mineral in nature water flushes tiny particles of emerald down with the water there is strong heat above
the emerald brick Air has been sucked out from inside the tarp creating a vacuum space with no air and therefore
also no sound If the center is approached an alarm will sound Emerald brick makes a delightful clink chyme
similar to wine glass if tapped The target has intense heat and the emerald bricks seem to be radioactive Intensely
strong heat was found molten materials glow and radiation 

 Number of words and synomyms matching the target: 1

This feature uses part of Wordnet: Princeton University "About WordNet." WordNet. Princeton University. 2010.
(https://wordnet.princeton.edu)

After Notes:

Enter or Update Your Notes:(Updating your After Notes will overwrite the old notes! If you want to add
to your notes, copy your notes into the field and add to them!)

Your Notes

Submit

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

